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Brittany Bunk
29-Apr-2022

only true vegan stock portfolio around - no other compares - not VEGN, EATV, ark invest, etc.    



 | 

Investing series: Part 1. Parts 2, 3, and 4 over here.

 

This got too big - I put it all into an excel. Some links may not be there anymore, but it's not a big deal - they're not super crucial. For further details, see the first tab.

 

Might be too hard to find, so I'm putting here: thank you Prad Basu for creating the so�ware to help filter and find vegan stocks in the large lists.

 

Disclaimers: 
investing carries risk - you're responsible for your own risk. This is just a list to make it easier to find vegan means to invest in.
It's always best not to put any money in investments that one is not worried about losing and never getting back.
Please avoid buying the same stocks that I own - because I have a personal bias and look to it as a source of profit and doing so might make me profit o� of saying
which stocks I own, which might also be illegal in addition to causing a person to feel defrauded, setup, and trapped if they lose money. If you do choose to buy
stocks I own without me knowing about it and lose money, because I sold at a profit, that is not my legal responsibility, as I already warned against it. I, as an
investor, am allowed to take profits from any investments I own, regardless of what others do, but when others tell me about stocks they buy because of me, then I
can't sell for a profit and lose money. So it's best to avoid telling me about what stocks (including and especially specific ones) are purchased, when, why, etc. Also
avoid doing this type of stock purchasing with other individuals to avoid negative and possibly illegal financial power dynamics. I'm just here to show what vegan
investments are possible, so hopefully collectively we each can take on (that we each can't do ourselves) financial responsibilities in helping out the vegan
economy grow in a way that hopefully makes everyone a profit. If not a profit, at the very least the satisfaction of moving veganism one step closer to its ideal.
some vegan stocks are scams - I le� them o� this list or at least made a note of it inside
just because it says or looks vegan, doesn't mean it actually is

48_-_vegan_investing_options.xlsx
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Brittany Bunk
27-Apr-2022

over 100 stock options now available on the spreadsheet!    



  1 Like | 

Brittany Bunk
21-Mar-2022

supporting vegan companies can help put them in a great position to potentially (no guarantee) help relief e�orts in Ukraine. You
support them economically if not in person or militarily.    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
02-Jan-2022

updated to include canola oil's issues    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
15-Nov-2021

I added my criteria for finding vegan stocks, so everyone knows how to    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
08-Nov-2021

separated canadian stocks out from the rest, as there's so many!    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
07-Oct-2021

major overhaul - updated stock tickers, removed non-vegan stocks, added mostly Canadian OTCs, reorganized, added plantations
(was super impressed with Kahawatte Plantation that converted to more eco-friendly tea from co�ee that didn't work), etc.    



  2 Likes | 

Brittany Bunk
22-Sep-2021

I added more foreign stocks in    



  1 Like | 

Brittany Bunk
19-Sep-2021

new vegan/eco cryptocurrency tab    



  1 Like | 

Brittany Bunk
30-Jul-2021

stock list is getting bigger - I'm making more columns - let's go!    



  1 Like | 

Brittany Bunk
24-Jun-2021
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I added the vegan world index, which should replace this list eventually!    

  1 Like | 

Brittany Bunk
13-Jun-2021

new cultured meat stocks popped up in the past few months    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
11-May-2021

I've been adding so many stocks that now there are categories. It's still getting updated, especially with so many new industries
coming out. I have yet to add the biodiesel companies, but the new categories will help discern one type of stock from another -
especially for non-existent companies that would be not worth investing in but still are listed for reference's sake    



 | 

Alicia Robb
11-Mar-2021

Thanks. It would be nice to add www.crueltyfreeinvesting.org and veganinvestors.com to this list.    
     



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
11-Mar-2021

the first link's in my other article, but it's not an indicator of what's vegan, just what's not. I'll add the 2nd link though to this -
thanks!    
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